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Abstract

The use of military force is an excellent example of how the decision-making process has traditionally been carried out by the executive. However, the role of parliamentary decision-making in this area has gradually emerged as a topic for constitutional discussion in the house of commons. The decision to go to war in Iraq in 2002–3 is considered to have been a culmination point for the role of parliament in decision making about the deployment of troops abroad and the use of military force. In addition to the need for international authorisation, the decision to go to war was preceded by a clear parliamentary preference for a domestic mandate for participation, delivered by means of a vote in the house of commons. This article argues that as a result of this emphasis on domestic political authorisation, the royal prerogative (the residual powers of the sovereign that are exercised by the ministers of the government) has been subjected to broader discussion in plenary sittings since the Second World War. Furthermore, this constitutional debate continued after the invasion of Iraq had begun and the operations against Iraq’s conventional forces had turned into insurgency warfare.
The British involvement in the war against Iraq in 2003 shows how the house of commons was able to exercise foreign policy. The use of the royal prerogative in British parliamentary democracy has led to the executive branch exercising the central role in decision making. Parliamentary democracy in Britain has been achieved through the convention that the ministers are accountable to parliament. The decision to go to war with Iraq in order to disarm the country of its alleged weapons of mass destruction in 2003 was significant from a parliamentary perspective since the approval to use force was issued in the house of commons.

The run-up to the war offers a suitable subject for examining the question of how the house of commons viewed its constitutional role in the exercise of foreign and defence policies in the decision to go to war with Iraq, first by deploying troops to the Middle East and then by authorizing the troops to use force. It is important to place this parliamentary discussion in its historical context in order to understand the deliberations in 2002 and 2003 as the culmination of a longer parliamentary discussion about the power of parliament. The run-up to the Iraq War covers an extended period of time, in which parliament was able to consider and review the government’s policy in various situations. Above all, parliament had a chance to approve government policy through a vote on a substantive motion in the Commons. Furthermore, because parliament was the primary forum for constitutional change, this discussion also provided an opportunity and a logical context for airing ideas about power rights at a time in which they were being used or about to be used. In this article the answer to the question of parliament's view of its constitutional role is

1. The Royal Prerogative and Parliament

Historically, the state of the constitution and its relation to the royal prerogative has not been stagnant; as is well known, the major features of the relationship between the crown and parliament were established in the Bill of Rights in 1689, which restricted the use of prerogatives. However, during the 19th century the role of parliament in relation to the royal prerogatives was no longer generally questioned. The royal prerogative rights were a part of the British constitution, and parliament was considered to have a part in the use of these rights since the monarch was but one element in the legislature. This was emphasized by the fact that the exercise of these rights was transferred from the monarch to the executive, which was then accountable to parliament. Since the Second World War, there has been a fairly stable relationship between parliament and the executive in decisions to use the armed forces. The executive has used the royal prerogative to make decisions and usually has informed parliament afterwards about its actions.

In the unwritten constitution, the use of force abroad is one specific area of foreign policy, and it is also related to the exercise of defence policy; both are based on the exercise of royal prerogative rights. The constitutional role of the Commons depends on a number of principles. First of all, the executive holds the royal prerogative right to deploy troops abroad. This power is described as ‘a deployment power’ in the official language, and going to war requires the deployment of troops. The right to use this power is considered to be personally vested in the prime minister. The government is accountable to parliament for the exercise of its powers. Parliament has a right to decide on the financial provision for the military deployment, but the government, through its majority, is able to influence the exercise of this right. A further pertinent factor is the
fact that emergency situations are funded from a special emergency fund, already approved as part of the state’s budget. 7 The operational aspect and concomitant details are also exercised under the royal prerogative right.8 To conclude, the major role of the Commons seems to consist in organising public debates in plenary sessions and thereby providing support and upholding government by discussion.9 Constitutional changes, on the other hand, are carried out through the same kind of legislative process in parliament as any other legislative issue, even during a time of crisis.

During the previous armed conflicts in which Britain had participated, the role of parliament was not the subject of broad discussion. In 1957, after the experiences of the Suez Crisis, Arthur Woodburn (Lab.) had asked Prime Minister Harold Macmillan if the government was planning to introduce a law requiring parliamentary approval before Britain could embark on war or an armed conflict, but Macmillan rejected the idea.10 In 1982, during the Falklands War, the opposition tried, in a limited fashion, to gain more power especially in deciding about the direction of diplomatic negotiations. However, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher strongly emphasized that parliament’s role was to give its judgment on the government’s actions afterwards.11 In 1990–1991, in relation to the Gulf Crisis and to the war that broke out in January 1991, the role of parliament was touched on again, this time with regard to having a vote before the use of force. As was the case with the Kosovo War nine years later, the key issue was the role of international legal authorisation before the use of military force.12

Calls in parliament for stronger parliamentary control of the royal prerogative emerged during the 1980s. These views were met with suspicion by the government. In 1981 the view of the British constitution as the ‘envy of the world’ was raised in the Commons to remind the House of how the British political system had traditionally been seen.13 A year before, the political system had come under attack. Tony Benn, a Labour MP and a former member of the cabinet, aired his concern over the current political system first in 1980 and again in 1982 as a result of the prosecution of the Falklands War, of which he was one of the major critics, as Jonas Harvard notes in his article on the
role of world opinion. Benn also introduced two bills in parliament, the first in 1985 and the second, The Crown Prerogatives (House of Commons Control) Bill, in 1988. Neither of Benn’s initiatives advanced further, but the discussion on the issue they addressed, the state of the constitution, broadened and remained on the agenda. It was significant that it was a former front-bench member who began to critically address the foundation of the political system, and Benn was the most prominent MP to bring up the question the royal prerogative rights in plenary debates. In 1991 Benn called the prerogative rights ‘an old feudal anachronism’, a message that was repeated by John Garrett (Lab.) in 1993 when the house of commons debated his initiative on the royal prerogative. Both comments expressed the view that the exercise of royal prerogative rights in their current form was outdated and ill-suited to the needs of a modern parliamentary democracy.

The Labour Party had revised its approach towards the reform of the constitution since the end of 1980s, and in 1993 the party stressed the need to place the declaration of war under parliamentary control. This was not surprising since the 1980s had started to witness broad criticism of the state and its authoritarian elements, one manifestation of which was the formation of the non-party group Charter 88 in 1988 to give publicity to views it considered important. Among many other issues, it called for a written constitution, a bill of rights and a more equitable division of power between central and local government. The group was led by Richard Holme, the former president of the Liberal Party. In 1994 Jack Straw, a Labour MP, the shadow secretary of state for the environment and the future foreign secretary (2001–6), called for the abolition of royal prerogative rights as a part of Charter 88’s programme for a written constitution. However, as Straw also noted, parliament’s current legal existence was linked to the royal prerogative and was related to the whole structure of relations between the monarch and parliament. This underlined the importance of the royal prerogative in the British political system and the fact that the exercise of foreign policy was fundamentally the preserve of the sovereign.
After its election victory in 1997, the Labour Party embarked on broad constitutional reforms. However, measures to broaden parliament’s control over royal prerogative rights were not included in the implementation of the programme; in fact, the party leadership was cautious since a reform of these rights would limit the powers of the government. Nevertheless, the reformist discussion also emerged in relation to this topic. In 1999, Britain participated in a NATO-led combat operation against Serb targets, which was intended to bring an end to the escalating crisis in Kosovo. After the war, the select committee on foreign affairs found that the operation had lacked a legal mandate but was morally justified. What was different compared to previous reports of the foreign affairs committee since its establishment in 1979 was that the subsequent report raised the issue of the role of parliament. The committee recommended that in future combat operations parliament should be given a say as soon as possible through a substantive motion, an element that was mostly missing from plenary sittings in 1999.

In the Gulf War, international authorisation existed in the form of United Nations security council resolution 678, issued in November 1990. This resolution required Iraq to withdraw its forces from Kuwait within a certain time frame; if it failed to implement the conditions of the resolution during the time frame, the member states of the security council were authorised to use force. The Labour Party had traditionally considered the legal aspect of the British position on the use of force to be essential, and support from the security council in 1990 was considered important to satisfy this need for legality. In the Commons, this was reasserted in speeches comparing domestic decision making with international-level authorisation and emphasizing the role of the UN security council. In the Commons, the Labour Party, after pressuring the government to seek that authorisation, found the resolution to be satisfactory, at least in general. The party’s antiwar lobby pressed for a parliamentary debate in December 1990, and David Lambie (Lab.) debated with his fellow party member Gerald Kaufman, who was the shadow foreign secretary, about the relationship of the Commons to the United Nations security council as the source of the
authorisation for the use of force. Kaufman’s answer was clear: it was the UN level that would prevail over the Commons. It was a debate within the Labour Party over the party’s stance on foreign policy, but outside the spectrum of the single party, the domestic legislation could also be altered in order to make the role of parliament clearer.

A private member’s bill to introduce legislation to place going-to-war under parliamentary control had already been tabled in early 1999. Tam Dalyell’s (Lab.) bill was a result of the brief joint US-British bombing campaign against Iraq, carried out in December 1998 and was intended to prevent further bellicose operations against Iraq without parliamentary approval. Unsurprisingly, Dalyell’s bill failed to gain the assent of the queen in order to advance in the legislative process.

The international mandate for military action was the key issue, and it defined the role of parliament even more than the constitutional role of the Commons: if there was an international mandate, the domestic parliamentary evaluation of the moral and legal justifications of the participation would be less significant. In this sense, the wars after the terrorist attacks against the United States on 11 September 2001 also influenced Britain. The participation in the war against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan in October 2001 was implemented after a fairly limited parliamentary process. In fact, the house of commons was summoned to hear about the war in Afghanistan without having the chance to express an opinion through a vote either in an adjournment debate or a debate on a substantive motion. This led Paul Marsden (Lab.) to ask Prime Minister Blair about the introduction of a written constitution that would include the power for parliament to provide the authorisation for a declaration of war, but Blair refused to address the issue at that point.

What was new in the constitutional discussion in 2002–3 was its broadness compared to the discussions related to the armed conflicts that Britain had participated in during the previous decades. Moreover, a cross-party consensus over the need to strengthen parliament’s constitutional role in decisions to use military force had begun to emerge, although it did not contain the idea of
having parliamentary consent before the deployment of troops abroad. In addition to the Labour restrictionists, the support broadened when the Liberal Democrat front bench started to speak about a stronger parliament during the Kosovo War in 1999. The Conservative Party also became more positive towards changes in the constitution.

2. Autumn 2002 and the Role of Parliament

Between September 2002 and March 2003, the subject of Iraq was constantly present in the Commons. The debate stemmed from the government’s critical rhetoric against Iraq. This, linked to a similar critical rhetoric used by the US government after January 2002, emphasized the need to disarm Iraq of its alleged weapons of mass destruction. The activity in the House suggests that the Commons were eager to evaluate the government’s policy and arguments about Iraq and the alleged threat. The House was not ready to hand over the decision making to Prime Minister Blair, and thus the question of legality was discussed extensively. There were four major debates on the topic, and in addition to these Iraq was mentioned almost on a daily basis, for example in business of the house debates and in parliamentary questions. During the political process, several votes were held in parliament. The Commons had a chance to vote three times, on 25 November 2002 on United Nations security council resolution 1441, on 26 February mainly on giving support to the government to continue its efforts in the United Nations to disarm Iraq and on 18 March 2003 on noting the continuing Iraqi failure to comply with the terms imposed by the United Nations security council; as a result of Iraq’s behaviour, the government asked the Commons to authorise it to use all necessary means to disarm Iraq.

The political process leading to the war included a discussion about the constitutional role of parliament (meaning the house of commons): this was an exceptional measure, as will be discussed in the following pages. The handling of foreign affairs in the existing political system was the main
topic, and there were deliberations about whether the system should be changed to resemble that of
the United States – a discussion that may have been further activated by a house of commons
library research paper *Iraq: the debate on policy options*, published on 20 September 2002,
although this paper was not referred to in the debates on the Iraq policy. The paper outlined, among
other matters, the US position on Iraq and discussed the nature of US decision making on the use of
force. In the United States, the War Powers Act of 1973, introduced after the Vietnam War,
secured for the congress the right to be consulted before the president would be able to commit
troops to hostilities and also gave it the right to authorise the continuation of a military operation
after sixty days.

In the first debate on 24 September 2002, carried out as a recall debate, parliament’s
constitutional position was briefly touched upon, but the issue was not considered important at the
time. However, the right to have a vote by simply forcing the government to promise such a
motion became the dominant theme of the parliamentary process, lasting as it did until March 2003.
This unprecedented parliamentary behaviour highlighted the changed attitude towards parliament in
the context of a controversial policy. The constitutional position surfaced later, after the new
parliamentary session had begun.

On 17 October, the Liberal Democrat MP Paul Keetch started the discussion about the
constitution by bringing up the idea of introducing a war powers act, resembling that of the United
States, into the British system – a move that would, in practice, include the removal of the current
royal prerogative right to deploy troops abroad. The main point was the right of parliament to have
the vote on a substantive motion prior to any attack against Iraq. He was answered by Julian
Lewis (Con.), a backbencher MP, who was doubtful with regard to the provision of information.
What would happen in a scenario in which the prime minister possessed top-secret information but
was unable to share it? His point was that the Commons lacked the possibility to obtain the
information needed for good decision-making.
Nevertheless, the issue of changing the constitutional arrangements had been introduced. On 21 October, a few days after the previous debate, Graham Allen (Lab.), an MP who had been behind a similar questioning of constitutional arrangements since 1991, submitted a written question to Prime Minister Blair. Allen asked whether the prime minister would ‘bring forward proposals to make it a requirement for parliament to be consulted on the use of his power under the royal prerogative to take the country into a war’. In his reply, Blair refused to make any such commitment – he said there was no need for formal changes since the House had already been provided with opportunities for such debates. This forced Allen to ask for more details with reference to the phrase ‘given the opportunity’ in Blair’s answer in a written question on 7 November, but even then he did not get any definite answer.

At the end of October, Michael Moore (Lib. Dem.) placed a written question pointing out how important it was that parliament should have a role in making decisions relating to the war on terror. His position did not extend to actual constitutional proposals like the ones made by Allen, who continued to call for a stronger role for parliament and even demanded the publication of advice that the solicitor general had given to the government regarding the legality of action against Iraq. The publication would have been against the convention that the government does not publish the legal advice it receives. Allen was exceptionally active in questioning the state of the constitution at this point, his actions deriving from his overall political goal of reforming the British political system. The government in fact published the legal advice in March 2003 after widespread pressure, but this was considered a unique event.

On 4 November 2002, Allen returned to the idea of a parliamentary recall in a written question, asking whether the government was planning any changes to Standing Order no. 13, which regulated the recall of parliament, a key issue in providing the Commons with more power over its agenda in a time of emergency. Prime Minister Blair’s answer was negative. Two weeks later, Allen tried to get Blair to list the royal prerogative rights at his disposal, but the latter turned
down the request; the proposal that Blair should inform the House every time he used the rights met with a similar fate. This was not the first time that Allen had asked for the listing of the royal prerogative rights as he had made a similar request on 28 January 1991 during the Gulf War. However, his request was turned down on both occasions. Allen’s point addressed an important matter. Discussion of the royal prerogative rights in general was difficult since, as Andrew Blick argues, nobody knows for certain just what those rights are. The right to commit troops to an armed conflict was known for certain to exist, and it was easier to address that particular right critically.

Norman Baker (Lib. Dem.) continued to push the issue of the royal prerogative at the end of November and asked whether the prime minister would bring forward proposals ‘to make it a requirement for Parliament to be consulted prior to each exercise of the power under royal prerogative to take the country to war.’ It was practically the same question Graham Allen had asked in October in slightly different words, but it was related to the constitution just as Allen's had been. Both of these MPs were prolific users of parliamentary questions, but the question of whether they collaborated cannot be answered from the parliamentary sources. In his reply Tony Blair referred only to his answer in October. Graham Allen, too, continued to press the government. In January he presented two written questions to the president of the council, Robin Cook, and asked if he was changing arrangements for a parliamentary recall or if he would propose enhancements to the current role of parliament regarding ‘decisions to deploy British forces in armed conflict overseas’. To the latter question, Cook replied that parliament had been able to debate the issue frequently. An important point to note is that the questioning of the constitutional situation concentrated on challenging the current deployment powers as well as the right to recall parliament. There was no interest in challenging the operational rights. A similar attitude prevailed when the select committee on the constitution examined the royal prerogative rights. The committee's
proposal that parliament should have the right to vote was linked to the deployment power, but it cannot be regarded as an official demand to change the system permanently.

3. The Prime Minister’s View and the last Phase of the Run-up to War

Although Robin Cook was generally known to be strongly in favour of a prior vote in the house of commons, he was not ready to depart from the cabinet line on constitutional changes. Even so, a pair of questions in the autumn seems to have had an impact since the state of the constitution was raised in the hearing of the prime minister in the liaison committee. Tony Wright (Lab.) and Sir Nicholas Winterton (Con.), the chairman of the select committee on procedure, raised the question of the role of the house of commons when Blair was being questioned on the Iraq policy. Wright, who was known to be keen on constitutional issues, was the one who opened the discussion by putting the question rather clearly: In the context of previous post-Second-World-War conflicts there had been constant demands for a vote in the Commons – should the conventions now be changed to make the vote official? Winterton, for his part, asked if the existing constitutional conventions should be changed in order to give the Commons the right to decide on the use of force. Blair considered that the government had the right to go to war, while parliament's task was to hold the government accountable:

I cannot think of a set of circumstances in which a Government can go to war without the support of Parliament, so I do not think it is real. I think you can get into a great constitutional argument about this, but the reality is that Governments are in the end accountable to Parliament, and they are, and they are accountable for any war that they engage in, as they are for anything else.
Blair insisted that an American-style war powers act was not needed in Britain.\textsuperscript{54} Hence he was critical of any changes in the royal prerogative rights and emphasized the fact that parliament had already power as the government could not operate without the support of parliament. A post factum parliamentary vote would follow from the right to hold the government accountable. Blair also argued:

\begin{quote}
So I think that even though it may be strictly true to say that the Royal Prerogative means you do it and in strict theory Parliament is not the authority, in the end Parliament is the authority for any Government, and I cannot – I mean, can you honestly imagine a set of circumstances in which the Government is defeated by Parliament over a conflict and says, ‘Well, I'm just ignoring that’?\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

Blair’s position on proposals for constitutional changes followed the line of previous prime ministers in which the executive held precedence over the Commons. The prime minister outlined his views on current constitutional arrangements and other political issues in the liaison committee hearing. The committee provided a forum and the right circumstances not only for commenting on the policy on Iraq but also for reflecting on the decision-making process.\textsuperscript{56} Blair referred to parliament’s support as the final source of legitimacy. \textit{The Guardian}’s Simon Hoggart commented sarcastically on Blair’s claims. He reminded the readers of a possible situation in which the country's own troops were engaged in action and argued that this affected the way in which it was possible to hold the government accountable.\textsuperscript{57}

This questioning of the prime minister and other key cabinet members either in the committees or in the plenary sittings about the role of parliament was connected with the uncertainty about whether parliament would have a vote prior to military action. Foreign Secretary
Jack Straw had announced in November that the Commons would have its vote, but the timing of the vote remained uncertain until 26 February 2003.58

On 18 March 2003, the Commons had a chance to vote about war with a debate on a substantive motion, which saw the Labour Party divided.59 The Labour whips strongly pushed reluctant and uncertain Labour MPs to stand behind Blair's policy. It was clear that he was going to resign if he lost the vote.60 There was a strong desire to preserve the considerable power enjoyed by the government through its majority in the Commons and a similar desire applied to decisions to deploy troops abroad. Blair’s position is unlikely to have been influenced by international opinion. At that moment in January, the reactions of the international community had shown that it would not be easy to obtain wide support for the war. At the time of the hearing in the liaison committee, the weapons inspections were going on and the final struggle in the United Nations security council was still to come. Blair’s comments before the liaison committee later became the prime minister’s interpretation of the role of parliament with regard to the use of force, but their content was not untraditional, and they reaffirmed a long-standing convention pertaining to the matter.61

In February 2003, when the war against Iraq began to look imminent, 143 MPs from all the main parties signed a motion calling for the introduction of a war powers act which would change parliament’s role into one more resembling that of the US congress.62 The motion did not progress in the Commons, but it showed the government the existence of a broad consensus over the need to have the Commons as the source of authorisation if it planned to use force against the Iraqi regime. Graham Allen submitted a written question in which he asked whether the government would, in the case of the use of force, publish a statement in which the options for the peaceful routes would be considered.63 The major advance in the efforts to strengthen parliament occurred when Tony Wright (Lab.), the chairman of the public administration select committee, announced at the beginning of February the committee’s intention to conduct an inquiry into the royal prerogative rights. His argument was that the inquiry should have been carried out earlier, and now was finally
the time to act. That announcement marked the beginning of a broader parliamentary review of the issue, a review that extended beyond the discussions in the chamber to the committee level. In the end, Foreign Secretary Jack Straw summed up parliament’s role in relation to the constitution in the final debate on 18 March 2003:

I have been present when military action by British troops has been debated. However, never before, prior to military action, has the House been asked on a substantive motion for its explicit support for the use of our armed forces. The House sought that, but, more important, it is constitutionally proper in a modern democracy.

It can be argued that the expectations for parliamentary speaking in 2003 were clearly different from those that had previously existed. Tony Benn had reminded the Commons in 1991 that the Gulf War was the first conflict in which parliament was not consulted prior to going to war; in 2003, on the other hand, Straw argued that the role of parliament had strengthened significantly since this was the first time the house of commons was able to decide on the use of force before it was used. That now reflected the existing state of the constitution: the debate and the vote on 18 March 2003 were ‘constitutionally proper’.

What is important to notice is the fact that in 2002–3 the idea of a parliamentary vote was broadly endorsed even before embarking on the United Nations route. This meant that, in the end, the issue for MPs was the sovereignty of parliament, not the importance of international organisations. The demands to have a vote emphasized this view. In terms of the constitutional debate, the idea of voting prior to a war was only partly linked to the constitution: there was more emphasis on parliament’s need to have the final say over going to war in that particular context and less interest in a long-term constitutional change. All in all, the debate on the use of force against Iraq showed the clash between the traditional constitutional view on the role of parliament and the
argument for broader parliamentary powers as a necessary development in parliamentary democracy, a process that had been going on for years.66

The combat operations against Iraq’s conventional troops ended in April 2003, but the insurgency actions against the coalition troops led to their extended presence in Iraq. In parliament, the experiences and aftermath of the conflict led to several committee-level inquiries. As a result, parliament’s role was considered to be in need of re-evaluation. The committee stage began to consider the role of parliament in the decision-making about the war in Iraq as a precedent. The select committee on public administration in the house of commons even called for a law to place the exercise of royal prerogative rights under parliamentary control in 2004, and the select committee on the constitution also recommended restrictions on the use of the royal prerogative.67 Furthermore, in 2004–7 there were three private members bills aiming to strengthen the parliamentary control of the armed forces which had with all-party endorsement and were supported by Prime Minister Gordon Brown.68

After 2007, the process of actually reforming the exercise of foreign policy has slowed down and has not led to any formal changes. However, one of the consequences of the Iraq War was a broad interest in bringing parliament’s power rights closer to the requirements of parliamentary democracy rather than pursuing the further centralisation of power, which had been a feature of Prime Minister Tony Blair’s premiership, for example, during the run-up to the war in Iraq.69

Nevertheless, the house of commons debate and vote on potential British participation in the Syrian Civil War in August 2013 confirmed that the Iraq War had left a lasting impression. It also created an important precedent in the discussion on whether parliament should play a role before embarking to war. In 2013, the house of commons rejected the government's foreign policy motion in a rather historic manner.70

4. Conclusion
Certain conclusions can be drawn from the parliamentary discussion of parliament’s constitutional role in the exercise of foreign and defence policies. In the relationship between the international and national levels, the lack of an international mandate for the use of military force made it more important to have domestic authorisation. However, the desire of parliament to have a stronger role was not determined by factors at the international level in 2002–3. The broader parliamentary participation was facilitated by the extended period leading up to the use of force. This was partly influenced by the changed situation and the challenges brought by it and also by the existence of an international object of comparison: Britain’s main ally in a potential war against Iraq, the United States, where the congress approved the war in the autumn of 2002, and this placed more pressure on Britain.

The case also confirms the conclusion that the active work of key actors such as committee chairmen and front benchers are important in raising issues for discussion. Furthermore, the analysis has given us reason to argue that there may not necessarily be a constitutional debate even at a time when the rights in question are actually being used. This point is further underlined by the practice of holding extensive examinations in the form of inquiries on contested issues. If the constitutional debate can be linked to an event that creates discussion, in this instance the decision on going to war, the examination can extend beyond this particular event and in doing so contribute to the constitutional debate generally. A good example is the inquiry on the royal prerogative as a whole which was initiated in 2003 in the middle of the discussions on the role of parliament with regard to war. However, any discussion on a delicate issue like the constitution depends on the context that induces the parliamentary parties to examine it. The appearance of such a discussion is not self-evident even during a time in which major constitutional changes and debates have just taken place in other areas of the political system. Going to war remains a matter of delicate deliberation, with or without a broader role for parliament.
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